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Abstract 
Previously, we proposed the concept of connectivity to 
obtain discriminating shape descriptors. In this paper, we 
use connectivity to obtain superior distance histograms for 
multi-scale images. Experiments are performed to 
evaluate distance histograms, based on connectivity, for 
shape-based retrieval of multi-scale images. Item S8 
within the MPEG-7 Still Images Content Set is used for 
performing experiments. Experimental results show that 
the proposed method enhances retrieval performance 
significantly.  
1. Introduction 
Much research is being done to develop tools for 
analyzing images based on their content and then 
representing them in a manner that the images can then be 
searched based on these representations. Content based 
image retrieval (CBIR) allows users to retrieve images 
using queries based on sketches, user constructed query 
images, color and texture patterns, layout or  structural 
descriptions, and other example images or iconic and 
graphical information. Retrieval of images based on the 
shape of objects in images is an important part of CBIR.  
Approaches for shape representation and retrieval can 
be broadly classified into contour based and region based. 
Some of the region based methods are geometric moments 
[3], moments constructed from orthogonal functions [11] 
and grid based method [4]. Recently, Generic Fourier 
Descriptors (GFD) method was proposed by Zhang and 
Lu [9] for region based matching of shapes. Some of the 
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contour based methods are polygonal approximation [10], 
autoregressive model [6], Fourier Descriptors [7], distance 
histograms [1].  
Previously, we proposed the concept of connectivity to 
obtain discriminating shape descriptors [14]. In this paper, 
we have shown how to apply connectivity to distance 
histograms method for shape-based retrieval of images. 
Experiments have been performed to show the 
effectiveness of using connectivity for multi-scale images. 
In Section 2, histograms method and the proposed 
enhancement to the histograms method has been 
described. Experimental Setup and Results are presented 
in Section 3. We provide the conclusion in Section 4. 
2. Distance Histograms 
Distance histograms method is used for region based 
shape representation and retrieval. It is explained in this 
section. First, the centroid is computed for the image as 
shown in Eqn. 1.  
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where, N is the number of points in the image.  
After the centroid has been identified, the centroidal 
distance is computed for each point as shown in Eqn. 2. 
( ) ( )22),( icici yyxxcsd −+−= (2)
where, si(xi, yi ) is a point on the image for i=0 to N-1 and 
c(x
c
, y
c
) is the centroid.  
The distances thus obtained are invariant to rotation 
and translation. However, the distance needs to be 
normalised for scale. To normalise the distance for scale, 
the bin value is scaled from 0-100. Normalised centroidal 
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distances of the points are discretised into buckets. A 
histogram for an image is represented as below.  
),(: 110 −NdddD ! (3)
where, N is the number of buckets in the histogram and d
x
is the count for bucket x. The distance between two images 
is computed as the sum of Euclidean distances between 
corresponding buckets. 
We draw an analogy from Color Coherence Vectors 
(CCV) proposed by Pass and Zabih [8]. CCV is used for 
image retrieval based on color. Pass et al [8] defined color 
coherence of pixels as the degree to which pixels of that 
color are members of a large similarly colored region. 
Pixels are classified as coherent or incoherent. Coherent 
pixels are part of a sizable contiguous region of similar 
color while incoherent pixels are not.  
In the case of shape representation, we define 
“connectivity” of pixels in an image. The images under 
consideration are binary. Hence, the pixels may be either 
dark or white which are referred to as OFF or ON 
respectively. Connectivity is computed for OFF pixels 
based on the state of the nearest 8-neighbours. 
Connectivity of an OFF pixel is obtained as the number of 
OFF pixels amongst the nearest 8-neighbours. Figure 2 
provides additional information for the image in Figure 1.  
Figure 1. Sample Image 
Connectivity information is added in cartesian 
coordinates to obtain the z-axis. For each OFF pixel 
within the image, the connectivity can take values 0 
through 8. A connectivity of 0 indicates that none of the 
nearest 8-neighbours are OFF. A connectivity of 8 
indicates that all of the nearest 8-neighbours are OFF.
Connectivity can be applied to the histograms method. 
Connectivity of multi-scale images obtained from Figure 1 
are shown in Figure 2.  
Distance histograms of multi-scale images in Figure 2 
are shown in Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b). In these figures, 
the normalised centroidal distances are discretised into 10 
buckets. Each bucket is further decomposed into nine 
buckets for connectivity 0 through 8. The decomposed 
buckets are shown in Figure 3(c) and Figure 3(d). Feature 
vector for each image, based on the decomposed buckets 
is obtained as shown in Eqn. 4.  
),(: ,1,1,0 φφφ −NdddD ! (4)
where, φ  is the connectivity and has values 0 to 8, N is 
the number of buckets. 
(a) 
(b)
Figure 2. Multi-scale Connectivity Information for 
Image in Figure 1:
(a) 128x128 image (b) 384x384 image 
Quadratic distance is used to compute the distance 
between histograms because it takes into account the 
similarity across buckets [12]. Euclidean distance on the 
other hand only considers the distance between “like-
buckets”. The quadratic-form distance between two 
feature vectors Q and T is given by Eqn. 5.  
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] 2/1, TQATQTQd tquad −−= (5)
where, A = [
ija ] is an N x N matrix, and aij is the 
similarity coefficient between indexes (dimensions) i and 
j. ija is given by Eqn. 6. 
max/1 dda ijij −=  and || jiij TQd −= (6)
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For calculation, the quadratic-form distance is written 
as shown below [13]. 
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Figure 3. Multi-scale Distance Histograms 
3. Experimental Results 
Experiments were conducted on Item number S8 within 
the  MPEG-7  Still  Images Content  Set [5]. This is a  
collection of trademark images and originally provided by 
the Korean Industrial Property Office. S8 consists of 3621 
still images. It is divided into sets A1, A2, A3, A4 to test 
the robustness of methods to geometric and perspective 
transformations. 
Queries were performed using the basic histograms 
method and the proposed enhancement to the histograms 
method. Multi-scale images were queried. In Figure 4, 
average recall-precision plots are shown. The basic 
method is represented by “no conn” within the legends. 
Connectivity based method is represented by “conn” 
within the legends. 
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Figure 4. Average Recall-Precision Plots for  
Multi-scale Images 
4. Conclusion 
In this paper, connectivity has been proposed to obtain 
highly discriminating shape descriptors. Connectivity is 
used for distance histograms based image retrieval. 
Experiments have been performed on multi-scale images 
from the MPEG-7 Still Images Content Set. Experimental 
results show that the proposed method improves the 
performance of shape based image retrieval significantly. 
It is important to note that the computational expense 
for connectivity has not been addressed. This operation 
has an overhead of ( )nΟ . The computational overhead 
may be outweighed by the improvement in accuracy.  
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